Fostering development of innovative solutions to Alaska’s energy challenges.

Project Snapshot:

Nome Power Grid Integration Options
This project looks at integrating wind and geothermal
generation into the diesel grid of Nome, Alaska and exploring the potential need for an energy storage solution
for grid stability.

Project Background
Nome is an isolated community located on the western
coast of Alaska, just above the Arctic Circle. The electrical
grid in Nome is an islanded microgrid (2.7 to 6 MW power
levels) with no current option to connect to a larger grid.
An existing local wind farm has a capacity of 2.7 MW, and
there is potential to add 2 MW of geothermal power from
a local resource to the energy mix.
Currently, the wind farm’s fluctuations are buffered by
diesel generation. Adding geothermal generation would
provide baseload power to the grid, but it cannot easily
respond to fluctuations in demand. This could make the

What is a microgrid?
Microgrids are electricity distribution systems containing
localized loads and energy resources that can be operated in a controlled, coordinated way either while connected to the main power network (macrogrid) or while
islanded (intentionally or unintentionally disconnected
from a macrogrid for a short time period). In Alaska, microgrids do not typically have the ability to be connected
to a macrogrid and thus are not designed to be operated
connected to or synchronous with a macrogrid.
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grid unstable and affect power supply and quality. ACEP
was asked to explore the possible impacts of adding a
geothermal power source to the grid: how would adding
geothermal power and diesel generator affect the operation of the diesel fleet, how much would diesel generator
output be reduced, and how much wind power would have
to be diverted?
Energy storage solutions, e.g., flywheels and batteries,
were explored as alternatives to the lost regulation services previously provided by larger diesel units. Using data
on local generation, community loads and meteorological
data to predict wind farm output, different scenarios were
simulated. The goal was to find the most economical and
secure solution to meet power requirements while considering the current grid configuration and local environmental conditions.
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Project Description
The project goal was to provide Nome Joint Utility Services
(NJUS) with data analysis, models, and additional information to support technical and economic decision-making
processes. The Power Systems Integration Program directly
provides technical information to NJUS, and informs the
Economic Analysis Group at ACEP of technical information
relevant for economic modeling.
The first phase was concerned with the interaction of energy resources (wind, geothermal, and diesel), to understand
the impact of several generation scenarios on the overall
amount of wind power that can be added to the grid, with
risk of under-loading diesel generators.
Since NJUS recently added additional wind resources and
new diesel gensets, existing historic data could not be
directly employed to drive model development. Statistical methods were employed to extrapolate wind power
output from the extended wind farm. This data was fed into
a time-series energy balance model (TSEBM). The TSEBM
matched energy generation with demand while considering
the operational envelope of the diesel generators (scheduling and minimum and maximum optimal loading) and
general grid stability.

• ensure greater grid stability and power quality, should
that be required, and
• determine if an energy storage solution can economically
reduce the use of diesel fuel by replacing the spinning
reserve generally provided by a diesel generator.

Project Results
Different capacities of geothermal plants were simulated.
Adding geothermal generation to the grid reduced the
amount of wind power that could be admitted into the
grid (increased spilled wind), thus there was a diminishing
return for increasing geothermal generation (see Figure 1).
Above 2.75 MW of geothermal capacity the incremental reduction in diesel generation dropped off sharply, as significant amounts of renewable energy went unused. Scenarios
where smaller diesel generators were added to the grid
(represented by the different lines in Figure 1) resulted in
a greater reduction in diesel generation. Scenarios where
energy storage was added to the grid to supply spinning
reserve resulted in a greater reduction in diesel generation
and reduced some of the stress on the diesel generators
induced by adding geothermal generation.

Information gained from TSEBM outputs showed the
amount of wind power that cannot be admitted to the grid
(spilled wind) and the optimal diesel-scheduling scheme
based on current generation assets.
The second phase explored how energy storage solutions
may be used to:
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Figure 1. Incremental reduction in diesel generation and geothermal
capacity
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